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Ifrah Foundation's vision is the absolute abandonment of FGM in Somalia and the
horn of Africa, in collaboration with a coalition of partners. We work towards this
vision, by delivering on our mission to create a path for the cultural abandonment
of FGM and coordinate awareness-raising, advocacy and community empowerment
initiatives with our partners. We also envisage to support the implementation of
FGM survivor support systems. Based on extensive research   and learning from
successes and failures elsewhere, we have  developed a model of systemic change
encompassing three  key strategic areas of action to achieve our mission:  
1) Advocacy 2) Awareness Raising and 3) Community  Empowerment. 

Ifrah Foundation developed an action
plan for the Eradication   of FGM in
Somalia, in conjunction with
key stakeholders and in Ifrah Ahmed’s
capacity as Gender Advisor to the
Somali Government. The Ifrah 
Foundation has been advocating for a
coordinated,  inter-departmental
working group on FGM, to focus on
national policy and legislation. At a
World Bank panel to mark
International Zero Tolerance Day on
the 6th of February 2019, Ifrah called
on the international community
engaged in Somalia to support this
call for action. In July 2019, we
organised a high-level roundtable
hosted and chaired by the Irish
Ambassador to the UN in   New York.
The purpose was to engage with the
most relevant   agencies and work to
secure a commitment to support
implementing   the National Action
Plan.
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That meeting led a similar roundtable
in Nairobi, in advance of an
international Summit in November,
hosted by the Irish Embassy and
chaired by Minister Zappone.

Ifrah Foundation’s work has played a
significant role in elevating attention
on FGM, both locally and globally, and
we are looking forward to working
closely with UNFPA in the future.

While the FGM Bill in Somalia was
passing through the parliament in
2019,  Ifrah was lobbying Ministers, 
parliamentarians  and policy makers
while  simultaneously engaging with
significant donors in Somalia such as
the EU, Italy and Sweden, to exert
pressure on the existing Government
to progress the bill through its stages.

ADVOCACY

The impact of these meetings has
been to make FGM and the Ifrah
Foundation central to the plans of the
UN agency (UNFPA) working on this
issue in Somalia. UNFPA Somalia have
 recently focused resources on making
FGM a stand-alone  programme.



Awareness Raising

11 Film Screenings in 6 countries
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The Ifrah Foundation FGM Ambassador
Network in Somalia has continued to
reach into the community to raise
awareness. We hosted many events in
Mogadishu throughout the year on the
health impacts of FGM.

In 20019, we training 25 FGM
Ambassadors through our Community
Empowerment Programme. This work
ensure the ambassadors have the
know-how to produce quality contect
on the harms of FGM and the capacity
to ensure the contect is aired on
traditional and social media.  Content
produced by the Network was aired on
social media, local radio and Somali
National TV, impacting the level of
national conversation on FGM,
breaking the taboo and contributing to
a broader understanding of the long-
term, negative impacts of FGM.

Ifrah had the opportunity to meet Dr
Beileh, Minister for Finance of
Somalia, in July 2019.

The purpose of this meeting was to
communicate an opportunity to
engage with the World Bank on FGM
elimination and secure valuable
resources to dedicate to this area.

They had a constructive meeting
where Dr Beileh requested to be kept
informed of the Foundations work
and committed to exploring this
opportunity.

9 to 28 participants

Training & Workshop High-level roundtables, panel
discussions & direct lobbying

18 in 4 countries

Important Numbers



Awareness Raising

Screenings in New York and Nairobi
provided the opportunity for the
Foundation to host roundtables,
putting FGM high on the agenda for
UN in Somalia and forging strong
partnerships between the Foundation
and key players in this sector.

11 Film Screenings in 6 countries
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The Feature film, A Girl from
Mogadishu, is based on the testimony
of Ifrah Foundation’s founder, Ifrah
Ahmed. The film intends to raise the
issue of FGM globally & celebrates the
power of one woman’s testimony to
make a difference. 

Important Numbers

Where possible, screenings are
followed by a panel discussion as an
opportunity to articulate our call to
action and encourage audiences to
engage with the Foundation and our
work.

The film screened at events and
festivals since it's first screening on
the occasion of Internatinal Zero
Tolerence Day on FGM following an
event by the World Bank in
Washington DC in February.

Each screening further increases
media opportunities raising
awareness of the issue of FGM &
drawing attention to the work of the
Foundation.



FGM Ambassadors Training sessions

Community Empowerment

Ambassador Training Outcomes 2019

100%

96%

98%

95%

Attendance at each
training

Supported medical
viewpoints of FGM

Created a plan of
action to continue

activities

Have feedback
pathways

Through funding secured from Amplify
Change, we trained 25 FGM
Ambassadors  through 10 sessions on
engaging with individual community
members & group work. This work
focused in the  150-household village
of Doolow in the Gedo region, approx.
1,200 people. This model has been
developed from research & feedback
on other training we delivered.

The Foundation also undertook
research on the extent and impact of
FGM in 4 villages in this region
forming a baseline on FGM in this
area. We are currently working to
secure funding to continue in this
village, to ensure those who have
decided not to cut their daughters
have the long-term support to sustain
that decision.

Important Numbers
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The Ifrah Foundation FGM
Ambassadors network is continually
growing. In 2019 we had some 30
training ambassadors who hosted
over 14 events to mark important
dates throughout the year including
Zero Tolerance on FGM, Day of the
African Child, 16 days of activism on
gender based violence. Each event is
amplified by extensive media
coverage from local radio and TV.
These ambassadors are strong
advocates against FGM in their own
right and have the opportunity to
elevate their voices with the support
of the Ifrah Foundation.

Our community-based approach
ensures that each household is
engaged in the shift towards ending
FGM, by respected members of their
own community who understand the
context & will remain in the
community.



Organisational Development 

Governance
During this period, we established as a Company Limited by Guarantee (CLG),
transiting from Trust. The Foundation holds regular board meetings & established
both a Governance & Finance Sub-committee. We are progressing through the
Charities Governance Code to ensure the highest standards are achieved. We
secured a grant from Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade/Irish Aid in November
for core costs, Grand Challenges Canada to assess the impact of social media on
FGM attitudes in Somalia & from the Irish Human Rights & Equality Commission to
increase access to specialists FGM services for Somalis living in Ireland.

Strengthening the organisation has increased its capacity to amplify its work. Core
funding donations in 2019 have been leveraged to bring in programme funding.

Ifrah Foundation engaged a full time Executive Director in November 2018 to develop
and lead the organisation to achieving its mission of ending FGM. 
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Fundraising
Unrestricted donations to support our core costs are critical in enabling us to
secure further funding and  to  further develop our capacity. We are extremely
grateful to our funders and very much appreciate the support for our work. Thus far,
we have been able to leverage funds raised to secure grant funding effectively
doubling the value of donations.

Funding 2019

Total

Donations

Grants

0 20k 40k 60k

€138,000
Total

Leonie Kerins, with some 20 years experience in
human rights and Non-Government Organisation
leadership, will build strategic relationship with key
stakeholders, ensure the highest level of
governance and fiduciary duty are obtained while
ensuring the day to day operations of the
Foundation are in line with these objectives. 

Website: www.Ifrahfoundation.org 
Twitter, Facebook & Instagram @Ifrahfoundation
Charity registration: CHY21629
Company Limited by Guarantee: 643603 
CRN 20205142 | Certified NGO in Somalia: 0001-D 2019.


